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Abstract—It is predicted that demand in future optical access
networks will reach multigigabit/s per user. However, the limited
performance of the direct detection receiver technology currently
used in the optical network units at the customers’ premises restricts data rates per user. Therefore, the concept of coherentenabled access networks has attracted attention in recent years, as
this technology offers high receiver sensitivity, inherent frequency
selectivity, and linear field detection enabling the full compensation
of linear channel impairments. However, the complexity of conventional (dual-polarization digital) coherent receivers has so far
prevented their introduction into access networks. Thus, to exploit
the benefits of coherent technology in access networks, low complexity coherent receivers, suitable for implementation in ONUs,
are needed. In this paper, the recently proposed low complexity
coherent (i.e., polarization-independent Alamouti-coding heterodyne) receiver is, for the first time, compared in terms of its minimum receiver sensitivity with five previously reported receiver
designs, including a detailed discussion on their advantages and
limitations. It is shown that, of all the configurations considered,
the Alamouti-coding based receiver approach allows the lowest
number of photons per bit (PPB) transmitted (with a lower bound
of 15.5 PPB in an ideal implementation of the system), while requiring the lowest optical receiver hardware complexity (in terms
of the optical component count). It also exhibits comparable complexity to the currently deployed direct-detection receivers, which
typically require over 1000 PPB. Finally, a comparison of experimentally achieved receiver sensitivities and transmission distances
using these receivers is presented. The highest spectral efficiency
and longest transmission distance at the highest bit rate (10 Gb/s)
was reported using the Alamouti-coding receiver, which is also
the only one, to date, to have been demonstrated in a full system
bidirectional transmission.
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Fig. 1. Simplified reference topology for optical access and mobile backhaul
(BH) networks using a PON architecture with tree topology.

Index Terms—Coherent detection, optical access, optical fibre communication, optical polarization, optical receivers, passive
optical network (PON), wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION
HE significant increase in the number and download
speeds of mobile devices combined with new emerging
mobile technologies, such as 5G and data-intensive applications (e.g., high-definition video-on-demand, online entertainment, cloud computing/storage services, the Internet of Things,
and Big Data) has resulted in continuously increasing demand
for bandwidth. The consumer bandwidth in residential areas and
businesses is growing at a rate of nearly 50% per year [1], [2].
Eventually, it will reach multi-gigabit connection speeds per
subscriber delivered via optical access networks; specifically,
fibre-to-the-business/building/home/premises (FTTx) enabling
high capacity and low latency connections. Additionally, the
generated data in access networks needs to be backhauled to
core networks1 , as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Optical fibre access systems based on passive optical networks (PONs) with a tree topology, i.e., using only passive
components in the physical infrastructure, are widely consid-

T

1 The European Commission proposes to have internet access connections
of download/upload speeds of ≥1 Gb/s for all schools, main public services
and enterprises by 2025. Therefore, ubiquitous multi-Gb/s connectivity will
be required for residential markets, and bandwidth demand for business and
backhaul markets will be even exceeding by a factor of ten that of the residential
markets [3].
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Fig. 2. The capacity growth in optical access networks over time. The blue
markers represent the previously approved PON standards whereas red and green
markers are the projections based on the consented previous standards [1], [2],
[6], [9], [10]. The network capacity is estimated by the downstream speeds/user
× number of users.

ered to be the best option to minimise the cost [4], [5]. Although
the currently employed signalling scheme, time-division multiple access (TDMA), in PONs offers a cost-effective solution for
such networks, it comes at the expense of requiring transceivers
with electrical bandwidths orders of magnitude higher than the
bandwidth accessible by each individual subscriber. Therefore,
the bandwidth limitations of transceiver electronics with TDMA
signalling will make it challenging to provide multi-gigabit/s per
subscriber. To overcome this limitation, ITU-T has recently standardized the second generation PON, namely NG-PON2 [6],
which exploits both the time and wavelength domains, offering an aggregate network capacity of 40 Gb/s. However, based
on the current trends in capacity growth in access networks,
it is forecast that the required (aggregate) capacity will exceed
100 Gb/s by 2020 reaching 250 Gb/s by 2025, as shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, due to their high level of data rate scalability, wavelength
division multiplexed (WDM) PONs are being considered by
network operators and service providers [7], [8].
An asymmetric transceiver architecture is used for point-tomultipoint networks such as PONs, in which the limits on complexity for the transmitter in the optical line terminal (OLT) at
the Central Office are less stringent than those for the receiver
in the ONU, since the cost of the transmitter, which sends data
to multiple ONUs, is shared by all the users supported in the
network. In contrast, the cost of each ONU is born solely by the
user, and hence, low complexity and low cost are more critical
for the ONU. Direct detection (DD) receivers have, to date, been
preferred by the operators over dual-polarization digital coherent receivers due to their significantly simpler architecture, i.e.,
requiring fewer optical components and offering higher laser
linewidth tolerance without needing complex digital signal processing (DSP).
WDM-PONs use an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) filter
at the remote node to distribute the wavelengths to the end
users, ‘colouring’ the network [11]. Thus, the DD receivers
used for TDM-PON can also be used for WDM-PONs which
is particularly desirable. However, colouring the network using
an AWG in the remote node reduces the network flexibility
such as requiring a fixed wavelength for each user’s down-link.
Similarly, in the up-link, the requirement for wavelength
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diversity would lead to an inventory cost problem for ONUs
using fixed wavelength lasers.
To enable flexible network operation by allowing filterless/colourless operation of the ONU without a midspan AWG
or tunable optical filters in the ONU, coherent receivers (inherently wavelength/frequency selective) can be deployed, selecting a wavelength channel simply by tuning the local oscillator
(LO) laser to the wavelength of the downstream channel of interest. Note that colourless operation is desirable for the ONU
to make it cost-effective in volume production due to its standardized design, and more manageable for network operators
by expediting its operation and maintenance2 . Fine wavelength
selectivity in coherent WDM-PONs enables the use of (ultra-)
dense wavelength spacing whilst avoiding the requirement for
sophisticated optical wavelength filtering. Recent demonstrations of this technique include 10 Gbps/λ transmission in a
5 GHz grid [13] and 3.75 Gbps/λ and 1 Gbps/λ in a 2.5 GHz
grid [14], [15].
In addition to this key advantage, coherent receivers offer
significantly higher receiver sensitivities [16], [17] in comparison to DD receivers. This will be a major advantage in future
PON technologies, operating at multi-Gb/s per subscriber, and
offering higher loss budgets, enabling higher split ratios (i.e., increased number of users) and longer reach. The high receiver
sensitivity enables high power budgets that can be shared arbitrarily between reach and split ratio depending on the network
requirements3 . High split ratios reduce per-user costs since more
end users can be supported in an access network using a single
feeder fibre. The principal multiplexing technique is expected
to be WDM access (WDMA), rather than TDMA, avoiding the
limitation on data rate per user that is imposed by the need for
high bandwidth electronics with TDMA. Besides their higher
sensitivity, the linear detection of coherent receivers, and the
resulting ease of digital dispersion compensation, offer further
cost benefits. Thus, the use of coherent reception and WDMA
will be the key enabling factors to meet future optical access
network demands.
Although digital coherent technology offers significant
advantages, the complexity and high cost of conventional
(polarization- and phase-diverse) intradyne digital coherent receivers have prevented their use in PON applications. It is likely
that future PONs will have similar cost constraints to those
of today’s PONs. Thus, low complexity (simplified) coherent
technology can play an important role in future access and mobile backhaul PONs. They can offer power budgets of around
40 dB which is approximately 10 dB higher than the NG-PON2
budget requirements. Assuming a 3.5 dB loss per 1:2 split and
0.25 dB/km fibre attenuation, this gain potentially leads to a two
or four-fold increase in the number of users and extension of the
transmission distance by 25 or 10 km, respectively.
Significant advances have recently been made in low
complexity coherent receiver technology, for example,
2 If all ONUs are identical (‘colourless’), then fewer ONUs are required to be
kept in inventories, ultimately reducing costs. However achieving this by using
tunable lasers introduce an extra cost consideration [12].
3 It is important to note that long-reach PONs can further reduce the operational cost by consolidating the backhaul and access network fibres, requiring
no reach extenders or optical amplifiers at remote nodes [18].
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TABLE I
THEORETICAL REQUIRED PHOTONS PER BIT (PPB) (CALCULATED FROM THE REQUIRED SNRS) AT THE HD-FEC THRESHOLD
OF BER = 4 × 10 −3 , ACHIEVABLE USING OPTICALLY IDEAL PRE-AMPLIFIED COHERENT RECEIVERS

The error probability of the power-efficient modulation formats presented in this table can be found in [21, Ch.4, p.190]. SE: Spectral efficiency.

demonstrations employing vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers [19] or externally modulated lasers [20] combined with
analogue signal processing. However, in these studies, it is acknowledged that achieving polarization-independent operation
to minimise complexity, instead of polarization-diversity which
it comes at the expense of significant optical complexity, is an
open research problem. Hence, if polarization-independent reception can be realised while avoiding the requirement for an
optical polarization tracking unit in the receiver, the complexity
can be significantly reduced. To date, there are six reported low
complexity polarization-independent coherent receiver architectures employing various techniques. All these systems sacrifice one polarization state or polarization-diversity in the signalling but they propose significant simplifications in a coherent
receiver design. A key question, then, is which low-complexity
receiver designs offer the optimum solutions for future access
and mobile backhaul PON applications in terms of capacity and
reach, under complexity constraint.
In this paper, initially, power-efficient modulation formats
are discussed for applications in access networks, together with
the proposed polarization-independent high sensitivity, yet low
complexity, coherent receiver designs. Following this, a numerical analysis of the shot noise limit of the recently proposed
polarization-independent coherent receiver, implemented using
a polarization-time block coding scheme combined with heterodyne reception [22], is presented, and its sensitivity performance is compared with those proposed by other research
groups in terms of number of photons-per-bit [23]–[27]. Additionally, the performance of two recently proposed simplified
coherent receivers, exhibiting the lowest possible optical complexity in terms of required optical components, comparable to
that of a direct detection receiver, is assessed in the presence
of local oscillator relative intensity noise (LO-RIN). Finally,
the experimentally achieved receiver sensitivities and transmission distances using such receivers are compared for the first
time, and their relative optical and digital hardware complexity
requirements are discussed in detail.

A. Power-Efficient Modulation Formats for High Sensitivity

and the transmission distance in optical, unamplified links, such
as those in PONs. Therefore, there is an ongoing effort in optical
communications research to realise power-efficient modulation
formats to improve the receiver sensitivity.
Considering the Poisson statistics, the quantum (upper) limit
of photodetection for an on-off keying (OOK) signal, detected
by an ideal direct detection receiver (neglecting thermal noise
and dark current, and assuming 100% quantum efficiency),
is 2.4 photons per bit (PPB) at a bit error ratio (BER) of
4 × 10−3 [28, Ch.5, p.165]. However, this can only be achieved
if the receiver uses an ideal optical pre-amplifier4 followed by
an ideal (Nyquist) optical filter and cooled to a temperature
near absolute zero, which is not practical for access networks.
Thus, most practical direct detection receivers operate away
from the quantum limit by ≥20 dB, with sensitivities exceeding
1000 PPB. On the other hand, shot noise imposes the quantum limit to receiver sensitivity for ideal optically pre-amplified
coherent receivers.
The theoretical shot noise limits for various coherently detected modulation formats, namely binary phase shift keying
(BPSK), dual-polarization quadrature PSK (DP-QPSK), differential BPSK (DBPSK), polarization-switched (PSwitch) QPSK,
4- and 16-pulse position modulation (PPM), and 2- and 4-pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM), are listed in Table I in terms of
PPB (power sensitivity in Watts normalised to the achievable bit
rate) at the HD-FEC threshold of 4 × 10−3 . If high sensitivity
is the absolute primary requirement (neglecting the spectralefficiency), high-order M -PPM (e.g., M ≥ 16) is a clear choice,
and, hence, is commonly used in optical free-space communications. However, it requires an M -fold increase in bandwidth
compared to OOK (2-PAM), at a given bit rate. Although there
are some proposed modulation formats enabled by stacking the
formats, such as 16-PPM with DP-QPSK [30] and 64-PPM with
PSwitch-QPSK [31] in which the lower bounds on sensitivity
are 2.2 and 2.3 PPB, respectively, at the BER of 4 × 10−3 , they
have yet to be demonstrated operating at data rates beyond a
few Gb/s due to the poor bandwidth efficiency of the underlying
PPM format. Thus, they are not favourable for future optical
access networks.
On the other hand, 4-PAM offers double the information
per symbol compared to OOK, whilst requiring approximately
three times the number of PPB due to the significant decrease

In access networks, receiver sensitivity at a targeted hard
decision forward error correction (HD-FEC) limit is a key performance metric governing the system power budget, which determines the number of users that can be supported in a network

4 Ideal pre-amplification for an optical receiver is modelled using an optical
amplifier with a noise figure of 3 dB (setting the spontaneous emission factor
n s p to 1) so that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit becomes equal to the
number of PPB [29, Ch.4, p.131].

II. HIGH SENSITIVITY, LOW COMPLEXITY COHERENT
DETECTION IN ACCESS NETWORKS
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Fig. 3.
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The architecture of conventional polarization- and phase-diverse intradyne and low complexity coherent receivers.

in minimum Euclidean distance between symbols at a given
signal power. When coherent detection using the conventional
polarization- and phase-diverse intradyne (PPDI) coherent receiver is considered, PSwitch-QPSK stands out as having the
lowest required number of PPB for an uncoded transmission
due to the largest possible Euclidean distance between symbols [32] at the HD-FEC threshold whereas there is a 0.6 PPB
sensitivity difference between DP-QPSK and DBPSK due to
the optimum constellation coding, as given in Table I. PSwitchQPSK requires 0.6 fewer PPB than DP-QPSK at the expense of
offering a 25% lower spectral efficiency. Thus, a trade-off between sensitivity and optical/electrical bandwidth requirements
for the targeted capacity needs to be evaluated. The sensitivity difference between PSwitch- and DP-QPSK depends on the
pre-FEC BER requirement, i.e., it decreases when the pre-FEC
BER increases, as discussed in detail in [33]. It should be noted
that it is desirable to use as low a FEC overhead as possible
in PONs to reduce the power consumption and latency. Besides
this, if the polarization-diversity is sacrificed to implement a low
complexity coherent receiver, the implementation of PSwitchQPSK is not possible whereas single-polarization QPSK might
be a reasonable choice.
The PPB values given in Table I can be reached using optical
pre-amplification, however, the use of optical pre-amplification
is prohibitive in an ONU for reasons of cost and, potentially,
safety. On the other hand, coherent detection offers significant
sensitivity gains even without pre-amplification (achieving sensitivities close to the shot noise limit) since the achievable receiver sensitivity is determined by the LO power gain in coherent receivers. For instance, DD receivers require in the range of
thousands of PPB to achieve a throughput of 10 Gb/s or higher,
whereas coherent receivers require in the range of just tens of
PPB. Thus, low complexity coherent receivers that are capable
of detecting signals with power-efficient modulation formats,
namely QPSK, DBPSK and OOK, are attractive for PON applications, as discussed in the next section.

B. Description of the Low Complexity Coherent Receivers
The Alamouti receiver, first adopted for optical fibre communications by Shieh [34], is a single polarization coherent receiver which detects an Alamouti polarization-time block coded
(PTBC) signal, requiring a dual-polarization modulator so that
avoiding the need for an optical polarization tracking unit in the
receiver. In the event of polarization rotation occurring along
the fibre link, the coding scheme described in detail in [35], [36]
enables the transmitted signal to be successfully recovered independently of the signal or LO state of polarization. Although
it introduces 50% redundancy (half-rate coding, hence halving
the achievable spectral efficiency) due to the replication of the
transmitted symbols, as illustrated in Fig. 4, it leads to a significant simplification in the design compared to the conventional
PPDI coherent receiver. The polarization rotators/beam splitters (PBS), two of the balanced photodiodes (BPDs) and two of
the analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) of the PPDI receiver
are no longer required, as depicted in Fig. 3 and referred to as
Alamouti-IntRx. Moreover, by combining the coding scheme
with heterodyne detection, an additional BPD followed by an
ADC, and the 90◦ optical hybrid can be removed, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 and referred to as Alamouti-HetRx.
In the 1980s, Glance has proposed a polarization-independent
optical heterodyne receiver [23], which has been demonstrated
in a 1.25 Gb/s transmission system [37]. The receiver consists of
a 3-dB coupler and a polarization beam splitter (PBS) followed
by two single-ended photodiodes (PDs), each detecting a
polarization component, as shown in Fig. 3. Following signal
detection, the photocurrents at intermediate frequencies are
first filtered, demodulated separately, and finally, summed to
obtain a baseband signal. Due to its capability of detecting two
polarization modes, the detection process is independent of the
polarization state of the received optical signal. Alternatively,
phase diversity in time, i.e., sending DBPSK symbols in
alternating phases such as in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
components in consecutive bits, has been proposed in [38].
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the Alamouti-coding (top) and polarization scrambling
(bottom), yielding polarization-independent operation.

Recently, its real-time operation using 10 Gbps OOK signal
has demonstrated in [39]. This receiver structure is referred to
as Glance/Cano-HetRx in the rest of the paper.
Moreover, Cano et al. [24], [25] proposed alternative low
complexity coherent receiver designs for use in ONUs, achieving polarization-independent detection employing a polarization scrambling (PS) method in the OLT side. In both studies,
a polarization synchronous intra-symbol scrambling technique,
first introduced by Zhou and Caponio [40], is utilised, in which
every symbol is transmitted twice, in orthogonal polarization
states, during two time slots, as illustrated in Fig. 4. It is realised using a polarization modulator operating at twice the
symbol (CLK) rate by applying polarization switching in the
optical domain. Two low complexity coherent receivers using
the PS technique (employing intradyne and heterodyne detection) have been demonstrated, and are referred to herein as
Cano-IntRx [24] and Cano-HetRx [25], respectively. The CanoIntRx consists of a symmetric 3 × 3 (1:1:1) coupler (using only
two input ports) followed by three single-ended PDs and three
ADCs, as illustrated in Fig. 3 [41]. In contrast, the Cano-HetRx
has a simpler architecture which comprises a 3-dB coupler and a
single-ended PD followed by a single ADC, as depicted in Fig. 3.
Finally, Ciaramella [26] has proposed a simplified coherent
receiver achieving polarization-independent reception. It employs a PBS and a symmetric 3 × 3 coupler (utilising all three
ports) followed by three single-ended PDs, as depicted in Fig. 3.
The LO laser is separated into two orthogonal states of polarization (denoted as ‘H’ and ‘V’ in Fig. 3) using a PBS, and
subsequently, they are mixed with the signal component. The
output photocurrents are passed through the DC-blocks, and
then squared and summed to obtain the baseband signal. Finally,
the signal is low-pass filtered before being input to a clock and
data recovery circuit.
The key advantage of the Ciaramella-Rx is that it requires only
simple analogue processing, i.e., there is no need for an ADC
or DSP. However, this receiver design is limited to amplitudeshift keying (ASK) (e.g., OOK or 4-PAM) signalling and its
tolerance to chromatic dispersion is lower than the other proposed receivers since the receiver linearity is lost due to squaring operation after the detection. A further disadvantage of this
approach is that the receiver requires a large signal-LO frequency offset (0.9 × symbol rate (fb )) to avoid interference
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from low frequency components of the directly detected signal.
Therefore, the use of a single laser in the ONU, operating as both
the upstream signal source and the downstream signal LO, is not
possible. To regain the phase diversity, Tabares et al. [27] have
modified the Ciaramella-Rx by replacing the squaring operation
with the linear combination of the three output photocurrents
to remove the direct detection terms (identical to Cano-IntRx
w/PS), as explained in [41] whilst employing the same optical front-end design as the Ciaramella-Rx, as shown in Fig. 3.
Although the linear operations to cancel direct detection terms
can be performed in the analogue domain, it is desirable for it
to be performed digitally, requiring 3 ADCs, to achieve high
receiver sensitivity. The performance of these low complexity
receivers and the sensitivity penalties due to such simplifications
are discussed in detail in Section IV.
Typically, intradyne detection, in which the relative frequency difference between the transmitter and LO lasers fI F
is ≤200 MHz, is used in digital coherent technology. However,
despite the inherent 3 dB penalty, heterodyne detection allows
to recover the Q-component using a 3-dB coupler instead of a
90◦ hybrid coupler, i.e., halving the number of required photodiodes and ADCs, known to be power-hungry components, in a
coherent receiver. More importantly, it enables the simultaneous
use of an ONU laser both as a downstream LO and upstream
transmitter laser in single fibre bidirectional links, as demonstrated in recent transmission experiments over installed fibre
links in [42]–[44]. Such feature is vital for an ONU transceiver
compared to the one employing intradyne reception because,
otherwise, a photonic mixer (to shift the LO laser frequency)
or a second laser is required to generate the upstream signal,
which is highly undesirable, if homodyne/intradyne reception
is employed.
On the other hand, compared to intradyne detection, the bandwidth requirements for the photodiodes and ADCs are doubled for a heterodyne coherent receiver in which I- and Qcomponents are recovered by signal down-conversion, either
performing using an electrical mixer or in the digital domain
with simple DSP implementation. Additionally, the required
sampling rate for an ADC is also doubled. Nonetheless, the
tremendous progress in digital-CMOS technology, i.e., increasing the sampling rate and bandwidth of ADCs, gives a high
possibility to exploit heterodyne receivers in the near future.
The required optical and DSP hardware discussed in this section are summarised in Table II. Note that QPSK is assumed to
be the modulation scheme for all the receivers whereas due to
the loss of phase diversity in Ciaramella-Rx, OOK was assumed
to be the modulation scheme.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF LOW COMPLEXITY
COHERENT RECEIVERS
Back-to-back numerical simulations were carried out to
obtain estimates for the theoretical shot noise limits for the low
complexity coherent receivers discussed in this paper (shown
in Fig. 3). The block diagram of the simulated system is shown
in Fig. 5. It should be noted that ideal optical and electrical
components were used in this simulation setup, e.g., transmitter
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TABLE II
THE REQUIRED TRANSCEIVER OPTICAL AND DIGITAL COMPLEXITY AT 10.7 GB/S

Rx: Receiver. Tx: Transmitter. PD: Photodiode. BPD: Balanced photodiode. PBS: Polarization beam splitter. ADC: Analogue-to-digital converter.
B W : Bandwidth. f b : Targeted symbol rate. f I F : Intermediate frequency between transmitter and LO laser for intradyne detection.

Fig. 5. The block diagram representation of simulations. The modulators are
DP-IQ and single-drive MZ modulators whereas the optical receivers are the
low complexity coherent receivers, shown in Fig. 3. NF: Noise figure.

(source) lasers with negligible linewidth, optical modulators
with a linear transfer function, optical couplers with ideal
splitting ratios, an Erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) with a
noise figure of 3 dB, and digital-to-analogue/analogue-to-digital
converters (DACs/ADCs) with no quantisation noise. In the
transmitter, the electrical fields of the signals were modulated
using mutually decorrelated de Bruijn bit sequences of length
219 and, subsequently, they were oversampled by a factor of 8
to expand the simulation bandwidth for the realisation of heterodyne detection. A DP IQ-modulator was used to generate the
optical DP-QPSK, Alamouti-coded single-carrier and OFDM
QPSK and polarization-scrambled DBPSK signals operating at
2.675, 5.35 and 10.7 GBaud (all corresponding to the bit rate of
10.7 Gb/s), respectively, whereas a single-drive Mach-Zehnder
modulator was used to obtain 10.7 Gb/s optical DBPSK and
OOK signals. The DSP used to generate the DP single carrier
and OFDM QPSK signal from the bit sequences (with Alamouti
coding) are explained in [35] and [36], respectively.
The receiver comprised an optical front end, ADC(s), DSP
for signal demodulation (if required) and BER estimation, with
each configuration shown in Fig. 3 being simulated. The relative
intensity noise (RIN) of the LO was neglected, and the power
and linewidth of the LO laser were assumed to be 20 dBm and
0 Hz, respectively. The thermal and shot noise for the photodiodes were modelled using the equations given in [45, Ch. 4,
p. 151], in which the absolute temperature and resistor load were
assumed to be 300 K and 50 Ohm. In the case of Alamouti-IntRx

and Alamouti-HetRx, the common-mode rejection ratio was assumed to be infinite for the balanced photodiode (BPD) and
the quantum efficiency was assumed to be 1 for all photodiodes used in the receivers. Following the photodetection (and
down-conversion which was required when heterodyne reception was considered), the DBPSK and OOK electrical signals
were resampled to one sample-per-symbol, and subsequently,
de-mapped to bits, while the DSP used for demodulation of
the Alamouti-coded single carrier and OFDM QPSK signals is
described in [35] and [36], respectively. Finally, the BER calculation was performed by hard-decision-based error counting
over 219 bits for all the modulation schemes.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section initially presents the shot noise limits, obtained
from numerical simulations, for the recently proposed low complexity coherent receiver, Alamouti-Rx. The impact on the
shot noise limit as the simplifications are applied to the architecture of conventional polarization- and phase-diverse intradyne (PPDI) coherent receiver is quantified. Following this,
the performance of the Alamouti-Rxs (both Alamouti-IntRx and
Alamouti-HetRx) is compared with that of the other proposed
low complexity coherent receivers shown in Figs. 7 and 8. This
is followed by a discussion on the impact of LO power for each
of the receivers.
Finally, the performance of two polarization-independent heterodyne receivers (employing Alamouti-coding and polarization
scrambling), which exhibit minimum optical complexity, comprising a 3 dB coupler to combine a signal and LO followed
by a single-ended PD and an ADC, for a coherent receiver are
compared.
A. Analysis of Shot Noise Limit for the Alamouti-Rxs
In this section, the simplification of the conventional PPDI
coherent receiver to implement the Alamouti-Rx and the
resulting impact on the shot noise limits, are investigated in
semi-numerical simulations. Initially, ideal system operation
is considered, i.e., neglecting quantisation noise and insertion
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Fig. 6. The effect in shot noise limit from the ideal conventional polarizationand phase-diverse intradyne coherent receiver to the Alamouti-HetRx including
the practical limitations. Experimental parameters are taken into account in
practical simulations, and finally, they are validated experimentally.

losses, and assuming ideal splitting ratios. DP-QPSK signalling
is used to realise the Alamouti polarization-time block coding
(PTBC) scheme. As a benchmark, the receiver sensitivity for
a 10.7 Gb/s single carrier DP-QPSK signal detected using the
PPDI coherent receiver was found to be −53.1 dBm at the
HD-FEC threshold of 4 × 10−3 , as shown in Fig. 6. A penalty of
0.3 dB was found for 10.7 Gb/s orthogonal frequency division
multiplexed (OFDM) DP-QPSK due to the requirement for a
small frequency guard band around DC frequencies. Alamouti
PTBC comes at the price of a 3 dB penalty, inherent to the halfrate coding scheme, i.e., sacrificing one polarization to achieve
polarization-independent detection. Moreover, heterodyne
detection results in a real-valued double sideband electrical
signal (comprising signal and image bands) and doubles the
energy of in band-noise compared to homodyne/intradyne
detection, i.e., the quantum-mechanical vacuum fluctuations
in the image band are merged into the signal band appearing
at the intermediate frequency. This causes an additional 3 dB
penalty so that the theoretical shot noise limit for the 10.7 Gb/s
Alamouti-coded OFDM-QPSK signal detected using the ideal
Alamouti-HetRx becomes –46.8 dBm, as shown in Fig. 6.
Following this, the experimental parameters for the practical Alamouti-HetRx were considered in simulations. First, the
quantum efficiency of the BPD was set to a value of 0.4 (whereas
it was assumed to be 1 in the previous ideal system simulations,
yielding a responsivity of 1.24 A/W). This results in a 0.9 dB sensitivity penalty. Note that the relationship between the quantum
efficiency and responsivity is explained in [46]. Subsequently,
the QPSK-OFDM Alamouti-HetRx was experimentally implemented using discrete optical components, introducing an extra
1.5 dB insertion loss to optimise the BPD common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), as shown in Fig. 6. An optical delay line with
an insertion loss of 1 dB was used to align the two input ports
of the BPD in time, and attenuate the higher power BPD port by
0.5 dB to balance the power. Nonetheless, this loss can potentially be eliminated if the receiver is monolithically integrated.
Furthermore, an additional combined implementation penalty
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of 2.4 dB was observed due to the use of a pilot tone added
to the signal to correct symbol timing (phase) offset (0.5 dB),
the cyclic prefix used to compensate for the chromatic dispersion from the standard single mode fibre span (SSMF) of up to
120 km (0.6 dB), the signal waveform clipping applied due to the
limited DACs’ resolution (0.7 dB), and the optical carrier with
a carrier-to-signal power ratio of −8 dB inserted (by biasing
the IQ modulator) in the transmitter for carrier phase recovery
(0.6 dB). It should be noted that the optical carrier was inserted
on both polarization states of the Alamouti-coded OFDM signal
to avoid power fading due to polarization rotation. A receiver
sensitivity of −41.6 dBm was experimentally achieved using
the Alamouti-HetRx employing a 100 kHz linewidth external
cavity laser as a LO laser, as indicated by the markers in Fig. 6
and originally reported in [35]. Finally, the first demonstration
of a full passive optical network over an installed fibre link (with
the associated realistic fibre parameters such as loss, dispersion,
polarization mode dispersion, and polarization rotation) was
reported in [44] using the Alamouti-HetRx in a bidirectional
operation (downlink speeds of 10.7 Gb/s and 21.4 Gb/s using
higher-order QAM signals and an up-link speed of 10.7 Gb/s
using a BPSK signal). Crucially, the ONU laser in [44] was
used simultaneously as the LO laser for the downstream signal
and the transmitter laser for the upstream signal. This removes
the requirement for an extra laser in the ONU, and yields the
ONU complexity comparable to current PON ONU technology.
A discrepancy of 0.4 dB in optical received power between the
simulations and experiment is due to the noise introduced by the
transimpedance amplifier, but nonetheless, the experimentally
measured receiver sensitivities show a good agreement with the
practical system simulations.
B. Comparison of Shot Noise Limits for Low Complexity
Coherent Receivers
Next, the shot noise limit of the low complexity coherent
receivers are compared considering ideal transceiver implementations using a power-efficient modulation format discussed
above. Note that for all transceivers, single carrier QPSK is assumed to be the modulation format except the Ciaramella-Rx,
in which OOK is used, since phase diversity is lost in this architecture, as explained in Section II-B). The LO power was set
to a constant 20 dB higher than the received signal power in all
cases.
Alamouti-IntRx was found to require the lowest number of
photons per bit (PPB), 7 PPB at the HD-FEC threshold of
4 × 10−3 , double the number of PPB compared to DP-QPSK
in theory, as shown in Fig. 7. Tabares-HetRx and Cano-IntRx
with polarization scrambling (PS) exhibit the same sensitivity
(14 PPB) as the Alamouti-HetRx, requiring twice the PPB compared to the Alamouti-IntRx. The energy of in-band noise in
Tabares-HetRx doubles due to the detection of the noise in the
orthogonal polarization component and its addition into the signal band. Moreover, although Cano-IntRx with PS utilises intradyne detection, the PS technique comes with a 6 dB sensitivity
penalty, compared to the theory, due to the sacrifice, not only of
one of the polarization modes, but also of the adjacent time slots
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on both polarization modes (requiring four times the effective
symbol rate compared to DP-QPSK, in theory). In contrast to
the Alamouti-HetRx, Tabares-HetRx, and Cano-IntRx with PS,
which all cancel the direct detection terms, the Glance/CanoHetRx additionally suffers from the common-mode noise components, and requires 17.7 PPB at the HD-FEC threshold of
4 × 10−3 , as shown in Fig. 7. Compared to the Cano-IntRx with
PS, Cano-HetRx with PS (using a single-ended PD) exhibits
a sensitivity of 56 PPB since it requires 6 dB higher received
power due to employing heterodyne detection and using only
one output port of a 3-dB coupler, as plotted in Fig. 7.
Finally, the Ciaramella-Rx has an intrinsic sensitivity penalty
of approximately 6 dB, since the energy of in-band noise
quadruples due to the addition of noise in the polarization orthogonal to the signal, similarly to the Tabares-HetRx, and requires a large signal-LO frequency offset (close to the symbol
rate), causing the image band to merge into the signal band. Note
that the Ciaramella-Rx suffers from an additional 3 dB inherent
sensitivity penalty compared to the Alamouti-HetRx due to its
use of OOK signalling.
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Fig. 7. BER versus received power for each low complexity receiver, operating
at 10.7 Gb/s. Ciaramella-Rx uses OOK signalling whereas QPSK is considered
for all the other low complexity receivers.

C. Comparison of Sensitivity Limits of Practical Low
Complexity Coherent Receivers
The numerical simulations were repeated considering the
modulation formats used in the previously reported experimental demonstrations employing such receivers. DPSK signalling was used for Cano receivers with polarization scrambling (PS), Glance/Cano-HetRx, and Tabares-HetRx whereas
OFDM-QPSK and OOK were considered for the Alamouti receivers and Ciaramella-Rx, respectively, and the results are presented in Fig. 8.
First, the theoretical receiver sensitivities for OFDM-QPSK,
DBPSK and OOK signals, assuming the use of an ideal conventional PPDI coherent receiver, were calculated and are plotted in
Fig. 8 for benchmarking purposes. The sensitivity with OFDMQPSK signalling is 3.85 PPB, which is 0.35 PPB more than
with single carrier QPSK,and 0.4 and 3.15 PPB lower than with
DBPSK and OOK signals, respectively. Alamouti-IntRx/HetRx
requires approximately 7.8 PPB/15.5 PPB respectively, whereas
the Cano-IntRx with PS and Tabares-HetRx require 19.5 PPB,
and the Glance/Cano-HetRx requires 22 PPB. The sensitivity
difference between the Alamouti-HetRx and Tabares-HetRx
is solely due to the theoretical sensitivity difference between
QPSK and DBPSK. Moreover, the Cano-HetRx with PS has an
approximately 6.4 dB lower sensitivity (exhibiting 69.3 PPB)
than the Alamouti-HetRx, as shown in Fig. 8. However, if the
BPD used in the Alamouti-HetRx is replaced with a singleended PD, the difference becomes 3.4 dB, which is further
discussed in Section IV-E. This sensitivity difference between
the Cano and Alamouti receivers arise from the fact that Cano
receivers employ DPSK signalling coupled with the polarization scrambling method (sending one information symbol in
two adjacent time slots) whereas, the Alamouti-coding scheme
(sending two information symbols in two adjacent time slots)
coupled with QPSK signalling is used for the Alamouti receivers, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that, although the use of

Fig. 8. The sensitivity limits of the simplified coherent receivers, specified as
the number of PPB, were calculated through semi-numerical simulations using
the experimentally reported parameters. The solid lines represent the shot noise
limits of the modulation formats using the conventional (PPDI) coherent receiver
whereas the dot-dashed and dotted lines correspond to the shot noise limits
realisable using the simplified coherent receivers. DPSK signalling was used
for Cano-IntRx and HetRx with polarization scrambling (PS), Glance/CanoHetRx, and Tabares-HetRx whereas OFDM-QPSK and OOK were considered
for the Alamouti receivers and Ciaramella-Rx, respectively. PS: Polarization
scrambling.

heterodyne reception comes at the price of a doubling in the
required number of PPB compared to intradyne detection, it enables the simultaneous use of the ONU laser as a downstream
LO laser and an upstream source laser.
The sensitivity of the Alamouti-HetRx exceeds that of the
Ciaramella-Rx, requiring approximately half the PPB in ideal
system implementations, as shown in Fig. 8. However, the main
advantage of the Ciaramella-Rx low complexity coherent receiver, compared to the Alamouti-HetRx, is that the signal can be
demodulated using simple, analogue processing, i.e., ADC-less
and DSP-less operation, and consequently, simplifying its realtime implementation. However, phase-diversity is not preserved
due to the squaring operation, and thus, the Ciaramella-Rx
exhibits low dispersion tolerance, particularly at higher bit rates,
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of the direct detection terms appear outside the signal band.
Finally, Alamouti-HetRx, Cano-IntRx with PS, and TabaresHetRx exhibit the greatest ability to operate at low LO power
values due to their complete removal of the direct detection
terms.
E. Comparison of Minimum Complexity (Single-Ended
PD-Based Heterodyne) Receivers

Fig. 9. BER vs LO output power. For each receiver, the LO power was swept
around the HD-FEC threshold BER, obtained from Fig. 8.

as discussed further in Section V. Besides this, the realisable
modulation schemes are limited to real-valued formats, such as
ASK signalling. To double the spectral-efficiency compared to
OOK, 4-PAM can be used, but with an associated reduction in
the sensitivity (increasing the required number of PPB by approximately a factor of three), as previously indicated in Table I.
Such a limitation in the achievable spectral efficiency and the
low resilience to dispersion affect the possibility of scaling the
Ciaramella-Rx’s operation to higher data rates. As discussed in
Section II-B, the squaring operation in Ciaramella-Rx was removed to regain the phase diversity in the Tabares-HetRx [27].
D. Optimizing LO Power in Low Complexity Coherent
Receivers
Assuming ideal balanced detection (having an infinite
CMRR) and no optical pre-amplification, the increase in LO
power improves the receiver sensitivity until the system performance reaches the shot noise limit. It should be noted that,
in practice, if the signal power is low (e.g., ≤−20 dBm),
the sensitivity degrades at very high LO power values (typically ≥15 dBm) due to the LO relative intensity noise (RIN),
giving rise to residual LO-RIN beat noise due to the finite
CMRR, i.e., imperfect balancing of the balanced photodiodes.
Therefore, there exists an optimum LO power for a given RIN
value, balancing the thermal noise with the residual LO-RIN
beat noise to achieve the best system performance [47], as discussed in Section IV-E. However, the impact of RIN was neglected in this analysis for the sake of simplicity, and hence, the
performance of the receivers converge to their shot noise limits
beyond a certain LO power threshold.
For each receiver, the analysis was performed at the sensitivity
value (obtained from Fig. 8) achieving the HD-FEC threshold
BER. At LO-signal power ratios greater than 20 dB, the receivers
reach their shot noise limits in the absence of RIN, as expected.
It is found that the Ciaramella-Rx has the greatest susceptibility
to low LO power levels (≤10 dBm) due to both the use of ASK
signalling and the interference from the direct detection terms, as
shown in Fig. 9. Glance/Cano-HetRx and Cano-HetRx with PS
exhibit greater resilience compared to Ciaramella-Rx, as most

In this section, we study the performance of minimum complexity coherent receivers, comparing the Alamouti-coding heterodyne Rx and the Cano-HetRx with PS which consist of a
3-dB coupler followed by a single-ended PD and an ADC, as
depicted in Fig. 3 (bottom left). An identical receiver architecture was considered in both cases, and the impact of nonnegligible LO-RIN was investigated. The rest of the system parameters were kept the same, as described in Section III. At the
OLT side, the former achieves polarization-independent operation using polarization-time block (Alamouti) coding combined
with QPSK signalling requiring a dual-polarization modulator
whereas a polarization scrambling coupled with (DBPSK signalling) is realised using a polarization modulator, synchronised
with the data clock running at twice the symbol rate, for the latter, as discussed in detail in Section II-B. Since a single-ended
PD was used for detection in the presence of LO-RIN, the optimum receiver sensitivity is dictated by the trade-off between
the amount of thermal noise and the beating of the LO-RIN.
This results in an optimum LO power. Note that in unamplified
applications, such as PONs, since the LO power is significantly
larger than the signal power, the signal-signal beating can be
neglected compared to the desired LO-signal beating [48].
For both types of receiver, it is found that the change in
sensitivity with respect to LO-RIN beating is very similar at a
given LO output power. In Fig. 10, for the RIN values of –180
and –170 dB/Hz, the minimum LO output power, achieving
the pre-FEC BER of 4 × 10−3 , is found to be 10 dBm. There
is no notable sensitivity penalties observed up to –160 dB/Hz
RIN. However, penalties of 1, 2.9 and 5.4 dB were observed
for –150, –140 and –130 dB/Hz RIN at the optimum LO output
power of 8, 5 and 0 dBm respectively, as shown in Fig. 10.
It should be noted that the impact of signal-signal beating is
found to be insignificant since high LO-to-signal power ratio
(>40 dB) is considered and both receivers use heterodyne
detection, i.e., most of the direct detection terms appear outside
of the signal band. Alamouti-HetRx with a single-ended PD
outperforms Cano-HetRx with PS by 3.4 dB, solely due to
the difference in modulation formats and the realisation of
polarization-independent operation, as discussed in Section IVC, at the expense of using a dual-polarization modulator
(instead of a synchronous polarization scrambler) in the OLT.
V. EXPERIMENTALLY ACHIEVED RECEIVER SENSITIVITIES
USING LOW COMPLEXITY COHERENT RECEIVERS
The sensitivity limits of low complexity coherent receivers
obtained in ideal system simulations and in experiments measuring back-to-back receiver sensitivities (in PPB), power budgets (in dB) and transmission reach are summarised in Table III.
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Fig. 10.
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Receiver sensitivity versus LO-RIN and LO output power.

The table includes lists of the required receiver components. The
systems operating at 1.25 Gb/s using the Cano-IntRx and CanoHetRx with polarization scrambling (PS) were demonstrated,
with reported receiver sensitivities of –49 dBm (78.5 PPB) and
–45 dBm (197.4 PPB), respectively, at a pre-FEC BER of 10−3
over a transmission distance of 50 km [24], [25]. Furthermore,
the bidirectional real-time implementation of the Glance/CanoIntRx (using only simple analogue processing rather than DSP
in the receiver) operating at 1.25 Gb/s with the DBPSK signal
format was demonstrated in a field trial over 10 km SSMF, exhibiting a sensitivity of –37.5 dBm (1110 PPB) [49]. There is no
reported experimental demonstration operating at 10 Gb/s using
the Cano-IntRx/HetRx with PS whereas the Glance/Cano-IntRx
was used in a 10 Gb/s system, achieving a sensitivity of –38 dBm
(123.6 PPB), over a transmission distance of 25 km [38].
Moreover, the Tabares-HetRx was employed in an ultra-dense
WDM PON system operating at 1.25 Gb/s using DBPSK signalling, exhibiting a sensitivity of –49 dBm (78.5 PPB) at the
HD-FEC threshold of 10−3 [27]. The real-time implementation
of Ciaramella-Rx, using simple analogue processing without the
need for DSP or ADC, was demonstrated for a 1.25 Gb/s OOK
PON system, achieving a sensitivity of –51 dBm (49.6 PPB)
at a pre-HD-FEC BER of 2 × 10−3 [50]. The same receiver
in bidirectional operation was also tested in a field trial using
35 km SSMF, achieving a sensitivity of –48 dBm (99 PPB)
at a HD-FEC threshold of 1.8 × 10−3 [49]. The demonstration
of a 10 Gb/s coherent-enabled WDM-PON system using the
Ciaramella-Rx was reported in [51] in which a receiver sensitivity of –38 dBm (123.6 PPB) was achieved at the HD-FEC
threshold of 2 × 10−3 in back-to-back operation. However, its
sensitivity was affected significantly after transmission, due to
its low resilience to chromatic dispersion caused by dispersioninduced power fading upon photodetection. In particular, a 4 dB
sensitivity penalty, leading to a receiver sensitivity of –34 dBm
(310.5 PPB), at the HD-FEC threshold of 2 × 10−3 was observed following transmission over a distance of 52 km. To
overcome this limitation due to dispersion, a chirp-managed
laser was used as a source laser in the downstream transmitter,
and more importantly, three ADCs followed by three 4th-order
Gaussian-shaped band-pass electrical filters were added in the

receiver side [52]. The penalty due to the chromatic dispersion
was reduced from 4 dB to 1.5 dB. By applying such modifications, a coherent-enabled 10 Gb/s PON system solution offering
a sensitivity of –35 dBm (246.8 PPB) over a transmission distance of 105 km was achieved.
Finally, a receiver sensitivity of –41 dBm (58 PPB) using
the Alamouti-HetRx in back-to-back operation was recently
achieved, with bidirectional transmission demonstrated over installed fibre links of up to 108 km, operating at a symmetrical
bit rate of 10.7 Gb/s. The ONU laser employed in these experimental demonstrations was simultaneously used as both the
LO and source lasers to detect the downstream and to generate the upstream signals, respectively. The key benefits of the
Alamouti-HetRx are that it has a complexity comparable to currently employed direct detection receivers whilst requiring just
58 PPB (–41 dBm receiver sensitivity), as demonstrated in [44]
whereas currently employed direct-detection receivers without
optical pre-amplification (using OOK formats) require in the
range of thousands of PPB. The achievable bit rates using the
Alamouti-HetRx are scalable as the phase-diversity is preserved,
in contrast to the Ciaramella-Rx, leading to higher achievable
spectral-efficiencies, as presented in Table III. Moreover, a sensitivity penalty of just 0.5 dB was incurred due to the use of a
5% cyclic prefix overhead to achieve dispersion tolerance in a
108 km standard SMF link.
There is a symbiotic relationship between coherent detection
and DSP as it can map the optical signal into digital domain
linearly, as discussed in Introduction. However, high resolution
(≥ 4 bit) ADCs are power-hungry, and therefore, in an ONU
downstream receiver, it is desirable to use DSP algorithms, such
as chromatic dispersion compensation (CDC), frequency offset estimation (FOC), and carrier phase recovery (CPR), that
can successfully operate at even low resolution, e.g., 2- or 3bit. Except the Ciaramella-Rx, all the low complexity coherent
receivers discussed here require frequency offset correction or
a band-pass filter to recover the baseband signal, and CPR to
remove phase noise. The impact of limited ADC resolution for
electronic CDC and CPR depends on the transmission distance
and lasers (Tx+LO) linewidth, respectively. It is expected that
3-bit ADC would be sufficient for the Alamouti-HetRx using
OFDM signalling, but it can be reduced to 2-bit if Alamouti
single carrier signalling is used whereas 1-bit and 2-bit resolution would be sufficient for the Ciaramella-Rx and the other low
complexity receivers. However, the performance of low complexity coherent receivers with respect to ADC resolution needs
to be investigated in detail.
It is worth noting that the significant performance difference
between the receivers exhibiting the same shot noise limits,
namely Alamouti-HetRx, Cano-IntRx with PS and TabaresHetRx, is mainly due to the fact that the DPSK signal, detected
using Cano-IntRx with PS and Tabares-HetRx, was generated
using a directly modulated laser (DML) whereas QPSK signal detected using the Alamouti-HetRx was generated using an
external modulator. The use of a DML, compared to external
modulation, comes at the expense of 3–4 dB penalty at a bit rate
of 2.5 Gb/s, as reported in [53]. In addition, such a DML and
the LO laser exhibit linewidths in the range of 5 MHz which can
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE AND OPTICAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF THE SIMPLIFIED COHERENT RECEIVERS ACHIEVING POLARIZATION INDEPENDENT DETECTION

AC: Alamouti-coded. SE: Spectral efficiency. B2B: Back-to-back. Req. PPB: Required photons per bit.
The theoretical shot noise limits for B2B required PPB (obtained via numerical simulations) and reported experimental demonstrations listing the achieved sensitivities and
power budgets at a given transmission distance and bit rate at the HD-FEC threshold (assumed to be 4 × 10 −3 ) are presented.

cause additional 2–3 dB sensitivity penalty for DQPSK signal
due to phase noise whereas an external cavity laser (100 kHz
linewidth) and a LO laser with 1 MHz linewidth were used for
the Alamouti-HetRx.
VI. CONCLUSION
A variety of low complexity (simplified) coherent receiver
designs, proposed to date for use in the optical network units
of access networks, has been comprehensively investigated and
compared in terms of their complexity and achievable sensitivities. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to report
a detailed side-by-side comparison of such receivers.
Our analysis indicates that the Ciaramella-Rx and
Glance/Cano-HetRx are favourable for ADC-less and DSP-less
operation in an ONU for systems operating in the range of 1
to 10 Gb/s. However, both of these receivers require a polarization beam splitter, known to be challenging to monolithically
integrate. Further, only real-valued signalling such as ASK is
realisable using the Ciaramella-Rx, which limits the achievable
spectral efficiency, and requires a second laser to generate an
upstream signal in the ONU, whereas the Glance/Cano-HetRx
requires a DAC to achieve higher data rates (≥10 Gb/s). Moreover, despite its lower sensitivity, Cano-HetRx w/PS can be
another attractive option for such data rates per user since its
optical complexity is comparable to a direct detection receiver.
Assuming the use of single carrier QPSK signalling,
the recently proposed Alamouti-HetRx, Tabares-HetRx and
Cano-IntRx with PS offer the highest sensitivities, 15.5 PPB,
compared to other low complexity receivers. However, CanoIntRx with PS and Tabares-HetRx require significantly higher
optical complexity compared to Alamouti-HetRx. Besides
this, Cano-IntRx with PS requires an additional laser to
generate the upstream signal in contrast to Alamouti-HetRx and
Tabares-HetRx. Although the required analogue bandwidth and
sampling speed of the PDs and ADCs are (at least) doubled for
Alamouti-HetRx and Tabares-HetRx due to heterodyne detection, the basic operation of DSP for heterodyne detection is much
hardware-efficient on the premise of the reduced PD and ADC
number. The complexity difference between Tabares-HetRx
and Alamouti-HetRx comes from the fact that polarizationindependent operation is enabled by the coding scheme applied

in the transmitter whereas with the Tabares-HetRx, this is
achieved using all three input ports of a symmetric 3 × 3 coupler
combined with a PBS. Moreover, the Alamouti-HetRx exhibits 5
and 14 PPB fewer than the Glance/Cano-HetRx (which requires
an additional PBS before a 3-dB coupler) and Cano-HetRx with
PS, respectively. Compared to the currently employed direct
detection receivers, Alamouti-HetRx and Cano-HetRx with PS
offer comparable optoelectronic complexity.
Finally, Alamouti-HetRx has been used to demonstrate the
highest experimental sensitivity (58 PPB), achieving the highest bit rate per λ, in bidirectional transmission to date. The key
importance of this demonstration is the realisation of bandwidthefficient modulation formats and electronic chromatic dispersion compensation, as well as the simultaneous use of the ONU
laser as downstream LO and and upstream signal source, enabled
by heterodyne detection. On the other hand, Alamouti-HetRx
comes at the expense of higher DSP complexity. Besides the
DSP complexity, the required optical complexity in the transmitter compared to Tabares-HetRx, Glance/Cano-HetRx and
Cano-HetRx with PS is doubled for the Alamouti-HetRx.
Nonetheless, such complexity may become insignificant considering the potential reduction in receiver bandwidth requirements
due to both frequency selectivity and advanced modulation, as
well as the increase in the number of subscribers supported by
the network.
It can be concluded that, depending on the desired system
capacity and reach, the proposed simplified coherent ONU
transceivers, as opposed to direct detection ONU transceivers,
have the potential to offer promising low cost solutions for future
coherent-enabled WDM-PON (e.g., optical access and mobile
backhaul network) applications.
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